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Indifference to Poetry Statement 
 

I've never thrown a great game of poetry; I can start on fiction, work a few innings 
there, but going late into a game, it's hard for me to pitch poems. I've tossed a few 
long, looping curves, but mostly I've stuck to six word poems, the equivalent of a 
Jeff Karstens fastball. I've never struck anyone out with poetry, but why would I? 
It's just not my game. 
 
~Eric Boyd 
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no punctuation because fuck the full stop the end (or, 
run-ons are the best exercise) 

 
let’s dance like middle-aged moms and michelle obama after-hours and discuss social 
justice the power of women kansir at odds with atwood and “do you realize who i am? i’m 
the voice of God here” and drink maple tea while we re-hash our day and reassure one 
another that what we’re doing we are doing well and that we shouldn’t worry about 
technical problems or other peoples’ problems and how middle-aged men still smoke weed 
and never grow up and there is sometimes little hope for humanity but we’ve still got our 
heads on straight although our necks sometimes get sore from the thousands craning and 
complaining 
 
please let this never end fuck the full stop because I want to hold on to this life and not take 
for granted the time spent in the berry blue room with the electric green warhol and shelves 
of feminism and infinite independent films 
 
~Janessa Grypma  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Janessa Grypma is a collector of stories, not souvenirs. 
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The Rise & Fall of Billy Horst 
 
When Gail would pass on the street 
you’d throw pennies at her feet, 
call her a slut. I thought nothing  
of it, after all you said you balled  
her. And not only did you know  
stuff, you had the baffling gift of gab.  
  
No surprise you became a super- 
rich lawyer, separating insurance  
companies from some of their loot.  
You could afford all vices known  
to man times ten, and tuck wife  
and kids away in a leafy cul-de-sac.  
 
When Steve’s car was wrecked, 
rear-ended on the Cross Bronx, 
I advised him to call you. Since 
he wasn’t badly injured, you  
took on the open and shut case  
“only as a favor for an old friend.”  
Tapped out, Steve was keenly 
aware that this business could go  
on forever. Still, he was pleased.  
 
I was in the lobby of a club in  
Yonkers, where Felix Cavaliere  
was featured, when I ran into her. 
“Gail?” I said. She talks marriage,  
kids, divorce, remarriage, and before  
I could utter another word, says  
she was “a stick with small tits,”  
an only child of older parents.  
Then, after you’d gained their trust,  
you went and jumped her bones  
in a failed rape. You stayed miffed  
because she fought you off. 
 
Forever came. You lost the case  
for Steve. Zero. Shattered, he called 
me. I worked up the nerve to call you,  
and was huffily dismissed, “I never  
liked the guy,” you said. “Anyway,  
he was always full of shit.”  
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Steve had trusted you, but when 
the shock of zero let up some,  
Steve coldly reviewed the case,  
pointing out gross mis-handling  
aspects to me. He said you’d sold  
him out to expedite payout (same  
insurance company) on a big  
money case. Having referred him  
to his unmaking, I felt tainted.  
But Steve never held it against  
me. He married, moved out west,  
and became a rich businessman. 
 
Try as he would Steve couldn’t shake 
the hatred he carried for you. Could 
never forget how you buried him.  
Figuring sleaze like you had to have  
enemies, he hired an investigator to  
look into your ever-thriving practice.  
  
For about the same amount you’d  
spend on a high-end hooker, he  
was informed you’d set up a hospital  
x-ray tech hot line. Illegal, but you  
wanted an edge. A tech who wasn’t  
on your payroll felt badly neglected.  
And as Steve laughingly says, he  
“dropped a dime.” You fought  
the case and lost. Didn’t serve time  
but were dis-barred. Last I heard  
you were trying to make a buck  
as a go-between, selling a painting.  
Then you were dead. 
 
~Ted Jonathan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ted Jonathan is a poet and short story writer. Born and raised in the Bronx, he now lives in New Jersey. 
His work has appeared in New York Quarterly, Web Del Sol Review, Pedestal, among others. 
Translations of his poetry have appeared in Russian magazines. His first collection Spiked Libido was 
published by Neukeia Press. Bones & Jokes, his most recent full-length collection of poems and short 
stories, has been published by NYQ Books (2009). Visit him here.  

http://www.nyqpoets.net/poet/tedjonathan
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From “2 rhyming poems and 1 that doesn’t” 
 
II. I lay in my bed 
Hoping for the best; 
Expecting the worst; 
Covered in the things in between. 
 
~Shea Fyffe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“My soul moves around a lot - looking for a home, solid ground, something inspiring - my body moves 
too.” ~Shea Fyffe  
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Shot On Christmas Night. 
 
The vines run up 
the old church like 
veins and the 
homeless are 
packed inside on 
Christmas night like 
blood cells 
The bell rings like 
a brain and tells 
the bums that 
it’s midnight 
as a man sits on 
the steps 
bleeding to death 
from his head 
 
Shot on Christmas Night 
 
An outsider that they 
leave outside in 
the snow, in 
the cold 
to fend for himself as 
they have fended for 
themselves for 
their whole lives. 
 

~Matthew Pasquarello 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Matthew Pasquarello is a 21-year-old poet and short story writer living in New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
known for its whaling history and the biggest heroin bust in American history. 
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You and Me 
 
It’s not your fault. 
It’s no one’s fault. 
It’s no one’s fault at all. 
 
~N.J. Campbell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N. J. Campbell lives and writes in the Fairfield, IA. He is submitting constantly. Sometimes, he gets 
published. 
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Sukkot Chicken and Fixings 
 
Sixteen bird deaths, tightly wrapped against spoilage, 
Rubber legs, throats, breasts shaped by the Va’ad’s preferences. 
 
Three cases of drink, shiny labels, boxed by fortunate teachings’ 
Concerns over intergenerational responsibilities. We peel potatoes.  
 
Somewhere in this vast cosmos, distinct magnetic molecules 
Make vertiginous salad despite our sly checking for bugs. 
 
Our priestly sorts avoid museums, graveyards, also hospitals. 
Others Jews stuff degrees of social dissonance alongside chips, pretzels. 
 
Apples, pears, rimonim, likewise bananas, push forward musical diatribes 
On condition that this year’s schach covers adequately, revealing just stars.  
 
Accordingly, honey cake, sugar cubes, sweet tea, not withstanding,  
Culinary graduates fail to make green applesauce as good as Nan’s. 
 
~KJ Hannah Greenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

KJ Hannah Greenberg, a two time Pushcart Prize Nominee, one time Best of the Net Nominee, and an 
actual National Endowment for the Humanities Scholar, gave up all manners of academic hoopla to 
raise children. Currently, she flies the galaxy in search of gelatinous monsters and assistant bank 
managers. Hannah’s poetry books include: Can I be Rare, Too (Kind of a Hurricane Press, Forthcoming, 
2013), poetry chapbook; Intelligence’s Vast Bonfires (Lazarus Media, 2012), poetry collection; Supernal 
Factors (The Camel Saloon Books on Blog, 2012), poetry chapbook; and others. 
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Birding the Waukegan Superfund Site 
 
Even in this summer of drought 
there has always been water here:  
murky grey water that laps around the PVC pipeheads  
of the contractor’s apparatus, and makes, in miniature,  
an island chain of this wet field of rubble.  
 
They used to make asbestos here when the town was still  
a town, and the beach was polyglot, on summer days,  
with Czech and Pole and Finn.  
Then for a long time they made nothing  
here but rust and cancer:  
mesotheliomas clustering  
in guild and block.  
 
Today the beach speaks mainly Spanish.  
From piers along the lake men fish for fish unsafe to eat.  
Lovers and gang kids quest in the dunes.  
The old factory is razed and fenced. 
The Agency holds it, and a Belted 
Kingfisher sits on a wire above the waste.  
 
The Agency pays the contractor.  
The signs on the locked gate 
speak of covenant and remedy.   
The Agency makes its covenant with arsenic and lead,  
antimony and chromium, for years the factory’s  
endowment to this place.  
 
It’s the tail-end of summer now: shorebird season. 
From tundra and sandspit,  
beaches and bogs across the wide north, 
they return through the parched midwest: 
long-nosed dabblers, pipers and peeps.  
 
These last few summers they’ve been stopping here, 
at the Superfund site.  
 
~ 
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Why do we chase them? 
Little old ladies in tennis shoes, kids with expensive gear,  
Duos and loners, we recognize each other in the parking lot.  
We compare notes.  
We speak the old names: Whimbrel, Willet, Tern.  
We like to think that we are not  
in competition with each other, that 
we are not relieved when the other guy has missed the bird 
we too have missed.  
 
But the truth is we’re freaks.  
Moonstruck lovers with our hearts in our mouths, 
we bird in the optative mood, hoping against the clock.  
Absurdly, like the Agency, we harbor a dream of remedy.  
 
Here’s what happened today.  
First light disclosed a Night Heron perched 
on a rusty branch of rebar, 
still-hunting for whatever in the murky water.  
Two Yellowlegs flew in at dawn, and then a mixed flock of peeps 
came to wade in the shallows and prospect the debris.   
Full daylight then and we waited as the sun mounted the lake.  
We’re waiting still. 
 
~Benjamin Goluboff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Benjamin Goluboff teaches English at Lake Forest College. In addition to a modest list of scholarly 
publications, he has placed imaginative work in Hayden's Ferry Review, Willow Review, Ascent, 
Anobium, and elsewhere. 
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On a long way 
 
The door is half open, ready to slam with the wind. 
                         I can see an ear bud full of wax, 
the brown reminds me of your color. 
 
 
The pigeons moan, fighting for space in the cage. 
                       My dog can see me writing this poem, 
A plate with water near my leg reflects my face. 
 
 
A potted plant is draped with flowers, a bee leaves. 
                    Can you check the sights out your window? 
Me, yes, I  maybe passing through. 
 
~Merlin Flower 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Merlin Flower is an independent artist. 
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Bee in Rush Hour Traffic 
 
sad is the man who leans on his car horn 
  at old ladies in crosswalks.  

the one who spends his last 80 bucks 
  filing a tax return 
  that won’t come for weeks. 

the smoker lighting up after a collapsed lung 
  or heart 
  or sold soul. 

the skies torn open and weeping for the way 
they live 
the way their voices will 
never be heard, 
cups never quite full 
but overflowing with 
dirty coins and paper food. 

the saxophone  
that wails 

  crying out for 
  everyone 
  over the piano  

lost in thought. 
the crowd who 

  will sit in sorrow 
  sadder than the bumble-bee 
  stuck in raining  

rush hour traffic 
  without a flower 
  pedal 
  in sight 

and nothing to do about it 
but wait. 

 
~Matthew Toll 
 
 
 
Matthew A. Toll was born and raised outside of Boston, MA, and currently is working and living in Los 
Angeles, CA as of June 2012. Prior to that, he studied creative and technical writing at Champlain 
College in Burlington, VT for four years. He’s recently had poetry published online in Coffeeshop Poems. 
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Living Alone 
 
What 
You got a problem with my naked ass 
Oh 
There’s no one there   
 
~Jake Thornton Ezell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jake Ezell is from Mont Clare Pennsylvania. He graduated from Indiana University-Purdue University 
Indianapolis with a Bachelor’s in Journalism, and currently resides in upstate New York. Poetry is one of 
his hobbies, along with reading and general wandering into pubs, shops, and cafes. 
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Every November in the Circus 
 
John plunges 
under the surface 
of a bathtub full of blood, 
and holds his breath for over a year. 
 
J.R. flies through clouds 
of peanuts and sweat, 
swinging from the ceiling 
without using his hands. 
 
Brittany soars 
off the high dive, 
and disappears 
into a bottle of small blue pills. 
 
Jim falls asleep 
in a bed atop an elephant. 
 
I saw off my feet. 
 
~Christina Etre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"When I'm not writing, I can be found staring out of windows. I need a dangerous amount of coffee to 
get through the day and I hate wearing shoes."~Christina Etre 
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The Loneliness of the Grocery Cart 
 
Abandoned in the parking lot, 
the solitary shopping cart, 
untended, rests alone against 
the sign that reserves the space 
for the handicapped 
or the parent with a small child. 
Are they comparable? 
Someone who does not 
move easily in the world, 
or is encumbered by infant, 
has struggled into a vehicle, 
one must presume, 
leaving this empty wheeled basket behind, 
shirking an obligation of society 
to follow directions, 
Rather than push it to 
the corral for carts, 
where the others properly placed 
wait for the red-shirted 
attendant to tug a train of carts 
back to the store. 
someone has abandoned it 
Do we find meaning 
in the loneliness of that shopping cart? 
 
~Howard Winn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most recently Howard Winn has had poems and fiction published in Dalhousie Review, Descant 
(Canada), Crack the Spine, Cactus Heart, Main Street Rag, Caduceus, among others. He has a  B. A. from 
Vassar College, with a graduate degree from the Writing Program at Stanford University. His doctoral 
work was done at New York University, and he is a State University of New York faculty member. 
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Behind the Choices 

 
A good story is like a meal. It makes you full, rarely wanting; good fiction can leave 
you wishing for more, but not in a qualitative way. Poems don't work like that for 
me. Even a really great poem is like French fries. They're good, yeah, but unless 
there's some chili, some cheese, maybe some gravy, just something else, it doesn't 
fill me up. This is evidenced to me by the fact that all of my favorite poets—how 
very few there are—have also been fiction writers.  
  
Poems just don't feel like they carry as much weight. They're too personal, too 
internal. I read a poem and feel nothing for the author or for myself. If I can't enjoy 
what the writer has to say or at least feel related to the material, then what good 
is it? Sadly, there were more than a few times I thought this while editing this issue 
of Dead Flowers; many, many authors seem to write poems to show you how 
much their thesaurus cost them. Often, a poem would come from a good place, 
would have a very good idea behind it, but it would be ruined by the poet, 
overwritten and/or abused. It reminded me of something a co-worker told me 
about Thailand: "The children starve, and if one of them gets a chocolate bar, he 
does not eat it; he displays the chocolate bar to all of the others, and they feel bad 
because he is the king now. But he still starves..." Some poets had the best ideas in 
the world, but they waved it in front of me without ever really ingesting it. A 
waste. 
  
The pieces I chose are mostly short and to-the-point. Many of them are about 
specific people or places; I mostly avoided poems that relied on emotion without a 
source. I wanted to see names, characters. I wanted nouns for chrissakes. 
Substance. Give me a fucking meal already! I'm hungry. 
 
~Eric Boyd 


